
 

Beloved internationally for her feminine approach to understanding botanicals in 
homeopathy, Michal Yakir has combined her knowledge of classical homeopathy and botany 

with her interest in psychology, anthropology, kabbalism and spirituality to create a system to 
help homeopaths better understand flowering plants from the perspective of their 

evolutionary and human development. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Michael Yakir say, 

‘Plants are the source of nature’s ability to evolve and develop, and as such 

can describe human development and assist its progress. Once we 
assemble every family in the homeopathic Materia Medica – “as if 
one remedy”, and project it onto the botanical evolutional axes, then, 
by interpreting it according to its location in the table – the Materia 
Medica`s full implication is revealed: like a book that its pages put in 
order, and a whole story can be read, Like the alphabet acquired 
meaning when arranged by the spoken word order – so does the 
Materia Medica, when read according to the developmental order of 
the plant kingdom, gets more extensive meaning. Not only does it 
parallel stages of human development and Ego construction, it 

reveals a continuous historical record of mankind evolution and progress.’ 

 
 

In - depth Understanding of Yakir Plant Chart. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This idea of the Evolution of Plants is very similar to the Periodic Table in the Mineral 
Kingdom. These ideas are from the work of Michal Yakir. She is a Botanist and a 
homoeopath from Israel. I had an opportunity to learn from her about the evolution of 
plants and its application in Homoeopathy. Each mineral suggests a developmental 
point in an individual’s life. Similarly, these human issues reflect in the evolutionary 
stage of development of an individual, even in the Plant Kingdom. 
 
Periodic tables also is a development were spiral of elements from womb to tomb, 
similarly Plant chart has been systematically classified and based on evolution of 
plants. The two dimensional Flow chart is arranged systematically in stages of 
development so it is flow chart from primal photosynthesis[primitive] to developed 
cells [ sophisticated]. 
 
Yakir made them in 6 groups[Subclasses] correspondence with a mineral chart. In some 
ways there is resemblance with the Periodic Table and its rows in a broad way. 

 

The Table refers to the challenges and obstacles met during the developmental journey 
of the Ego from birth to old age, from a primal stage of union and oneness, to an 
advanced stage of individuality, while learning and absorbing the lessons of the 
feminine and the masculine elements.  

The table columns describe individuation stages while the rows form maturation levels 
in the column. This provides physiological, emotional, mental and spiritual content to 
each family of plants, whereas a single remedy describes only certain variations of the 
family themes.  Every column and row has its identifying themes, and every Order and 
family in it has also a more specific themes. 

 
Each Column [subclass] corresponds with a particular stage of human evolution. 
How individualize u are, how developed you are, and mapping them accordance to 
their issues, life stories and where they are stuck we can developmentally map the 
person. It is correspondence, at every stage of evolution. 
Evolution is finding the inner developmental age of a person. 



One more dimension in this system is going deep inside seeing the sensation and other 
is see how all plants are connected evolutionary and we can map them. Now we can 
bead them under one common understanding. 
Now we know why magnoladie feels lost and Ignatia paralysed. Evolution makes 
sensation understandable. 
 
 

 
As something similar to mineral is also in a plant? 
Cal brom like mancinella. 
Solanacea Iike correspondence with snake. 
Natrum line is also there in a mammal and correspondence with Nutritional line in 
plant chart. 
 

The Plant Table is a very practical tool as it explains the traits of groups of plants, of 
small remedies and of new proving. Cases can be better understood by viewing it thru 
the table, and the homeopathic prescription improves.  

In this 6 hour lecture we will delve into the depths of the table, and by aid of some 
cases learn of the table basic properties, of the main themes in every column and row, 
and of some specific Families and Orders (Magnoliales, Nymphaeales and more) – and 
how to use it in our daily practice. 

 


